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BELIEVE : Annual Report : COMMUNITY CHURCH, 1955, " a data-gathering instru-
ment I mailed to my people ( & some others, Jn. being one) in preparation for the 
church's annual meeting .... A few years earlier, I met Jn. at Horsethief Lake 
(S. D. ) , where our families were camping . When we were fishing, I commented that 

•0 	his aggressiveness (eg, in attacking a line-snarl) was probably of a piece with how 
• ( I surmised) he did law, & he laughed "Yes!" In the U . S. Department of Justice, 

he was a total-disclosure, the-whole-truth lawyer--so I wasn't surprised that he 
released 	the 	Pentagon 	Papers 	to an 	understudy 	( Dan. 	Ellsberg) 	for 

0 publication.... Not long thereafter he became a Harvard Law School professor, & 
Loree & I visited him in his Cambridge home. Sadly, not long after that, he & his 
family (except Alex) died in a private-plane crash. 

a) That's the skeleton of the story. Now here's the whole survey, together with 

0 	his responses : 

If you were a Communist, I would not be asking you what your convictions are: 
I could write them all down and hand them to you, rubber-stamp.... BUT if you 0 

are a Christian, you are conscious of your responsibility to THINK for yourself, a) 
rising above mere prejudice (unexamined but emotionally charged ideas) and opinion  
(unexamined but indifferently held ideas) to the level of conviction (examined, 
tested, positively-held and lived-by ideas and ideals) . AND you will want to share 
your convictions.... This annual "theological examination" helps you to clarify your 
convictions and guides your pastor in his preaching and teaching ministry to you. 
UTTER HONESTY is absolutely needed. 

INSTRUCTIONS*  
1 	Do not sign your name unless you wish to, but BRING the result to church 

0 	and put it on the plate--or mail it to the church. 
P.+ 

2 	In the space in front of each statement, put the letter( s) which express your 
present conviction, as follows : BS = believe strongly 

c-N 
B = believe (but not strongly) 

0 	 U 	undecided (can't make up my mind) 
4.) D = doubt (but am not sure I'm against) 

BW = believe wrong 
The survey was on 1 page, with no room for writing . But Jn. wrote small, & his 
words here are in " . 	His personality was aggressive-decisive, but he was 

0 	somewhat self-critical about it : this in a margin : "Please note that I have shown 
0 	little 'doubt' in the answers. 	In fact, I am very 'doubtful' ." .... I've put his letter- 

au 	responses after each statement.... Here are the statements, in the original order : 
+ + + a) 

1 	The Republicans are more Christian than the Democrats. BW "This does not 
u7 	mean I believe the converse to be true!" 

2 	By nature people are bad, and only the grace of God can make them good. BW 
0 3 	Jesus Christ is Lord-- Lord of the Church and my Lord. ? "Don't know your 

meanings." 	Hear him. 	"Jesus is Lord" was the earliest Christian confession & 
remains the confessional heart of the Faith, yet this brilliant American can't make 
sense of it. 	His contact with the Christian Faith had never been more than 
glancing, including some childhood experience in a Unitarian Sunday school (where 

CO 	doubtless he wasn't taught "Jesus is Lord") . To surrender "Lord" because the 
(1) 

likes of him don't understand it would be to sell the store. 	Rather the Christian 
0 	response must be (1) to tell the Story & (2) invite the listener into the community 

of the Story, where it's words will gradually make sense, indeed the best sense au 
0 	in the world. (Class is a factor? He grew up upper-class. ) $.4 

au 	4 	All religions agree on belief in God and in reciprocity (the Golden Rule) . BW 
5 	To be a Christian, one must be certain about everything . BW 
6 	It is possible to combine the central values of all the forms of Christianity into 
one Church. BW 
7 	In Christ the Old Testament Law has been done away. BW 
8 	God is Father, Son, and Holy Spirit--one God. ? "Don't know your mean- 
ings." Again the suppressors /supporters division ( which I expounded in #2947 



2948.2 

vis-a-vis our religion's pronouns for God). My opportunities for Christian witness 
to Jn. were few. To bridge, I used both common (secular) speech & special 
(Christian Mord," "Father/Son/Holy Spirit," "he"D speech, as I always do with 
outsiders to the Faith. (I am an apologist, not an apologizer.) He was interested 
enough to fill in the survey. (Maybe it was more something I did than what I said: 
When I introduced myself, he immediately associated my name with an article he'd 
read in his father's newspaper & in TIME--something creative I'd done for the 
poor.) As you read his responses, do you agree that he might have opened himself 
wider to the gospel if he hadn't soon died? My first impression of him was that 
he was in Schleiermacher's category of "cultural despisers" of Christianity; but his 
survey responses seem to show some movement (or is that wishful thinking?). 
9 	Moral values are relative to human happiness and human comfort; so that, if 
a thing involves suffering, it must necessarily be evil. 	BW "First half YES; 
second half NO." 
10 Competition, not cooperation, is the main human drive, and "the survival of 
the fittest" is the fundamental principle of progress. 	BW "What is 'progress'?" 
11 It is wrong to ask questions about religion. BW 
12 Science is somewhat a friend, but mainly an enemy, of religion. BW 
13 The Bible does not have many mistakes in it, but we do disservice to the truth 
if we insist that it has none at all. ? "Depends on meaning attributed to its 
passages." 
14 In an orderly universe, there is no room for either freedom or miracle. BW 
Jn. put "?" after each of these words: "orderly," "freedom," "miracle." The three 
words are interdefining within a paradigm, a way of seeing/understanding the 
world. I think that had he lived, I'd've tried to come in on his paradigm, which 
I could see/understand/critique-in-Scripture-light if he were to tell me what order, 
freedom, & miracle mean to him. I would try to get him to read C.S.Lewis, a 
master Christian apologist on these themes. 
15 In our culture, the more knowledge a person has about the world the less apt 
is he to believe in God and the Church. 	B "Up to a point. Then, as in the 
supposed conflict between science and religion, more knowledge breeds renewed 
belief in some Greatness." 	Excellent penmanship, so no doubt Jn. capitalized 
"Greatness," for him a verbal signal of transcendece. 	Another wide door of 
entrance for the gospel! 	"What is great?" is a Rorschach on the soul, one's 
deepest values, commitments, convictions. 
16 Ours is a Christian civilization. BW 
17 There are too many persons in the universe for God to be interested in each 
individually. BS "But not because there are too many;  rather because He is not 
a 'personal' God." QUESTION: Could God be personal without being personally 
interested in each one of us? Jn.'s not "personal" God is nevertheless "He." 
18 The churches will never get together in faith, order, life, and work. BS 
19 Knowledge of the natural world gained through scientific discipline is THE 
essential of the good life. BW See also 27. 
20 Christianity is the only religion that has a sacred scripture. BW "Not because 
others  have one, but because we do not have one." 
21 "I believe in...the resurrection." (from the Apostles' Creed) 	? 	"Meaning?" 
21 "I believe in...the Holy Catholic Church." (from the Apostles' Creed) 	BW 
22 I am certain to glorify God more by success in this world than by failure. B 
But Jn. has "?" after "glorify God," "success," "failure." Thoughtful & (?) open. 
23 Christian missions provide the world's best hope for peace. BW 
24 Prayer changes the one who prays, those for whom he prays, and the circum-
sances regarding which he prays. B "Prayer' or similar reflective, contrite 
accounting affects others and circumstances by way of its effect on the one pray-
ing." 
25 The next world will be a continuation of this one, open to possibilities of 
growth and deterioration: an unbroken line of development spans the worlds. BW 
26 I need to study more, privately and in groups, to understand my faith better. 
B Another hopeful sign in Jn. 
27 The only trustworthy guide to knowledge is reason working on facts. BW So 
Jn. is at least a slightly post-Enlightenment man. 
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Christian missions provide the world's best hope for peace. 
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KZ/ w7S I need to study more, privately and in groups, to understand my faith better. 
_The only trustworthy guide to knowledge is reason working on facts. 

Your co=operation is greatly appreciated. BRING or MAIL in time for the 16th! \ 
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